TruBurst

Intelligent bursting strength tester

Unprecedented functionality
enables an extensive variety
of tests to be performed
on a wide range of
materials.

Approved by

Available with

TestWise for TruBurst
software
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TruBurst

INTELLIGENT BURSTING STRENGTH TESTER

UNIVERSAL STRENGTH TESTER

TruBurst is used to test a wide array of products;
textiles, medical supplies, paper, tin foil and plastic
items - it has even been used to test mosquito nets.

KEY BENEFITS
TestWise Software

As standard, TruBurst is supplied with
TestWise Lite. This allows test results to
be saved to a PC and printed.
TestWise Pro gives the user full control
of the test parameters, offering the
facility to set-up complex exercise,
recovery and fatigue tests. TestWise Pro
will be invaluable to companies involved
in product Research and Development
and to laboratories who wish to offer a
wider variety of tests.

Intuitive Touch Screen

Tool Free Dome Change

Five interchangeable domes with
automatic recognition of dome size.
Tool free dome change accelerates
testing and minimises downtime.

Diaphragm Correction

Software prompts the user to do a
diaphragm correction after testing.

Automatic Time to Burst

A warning message will be displayed
if the specimen does not burst within
the specified time.

The 7 inch colour capacitive touch
screen (as used on a Smartphone) is fast
and very responsive to maximise user
efficiency and significantly minimise
training time.

Lifting Safety Guard

Automatic Flow Control

TruBurst is approved by leading UK
retailer Marks & Spencer.

Substantial time-savings - increased
accuracy, consistency and reliability of
the results.

An integral part of the instrument,
sliding up to provide easy access and
better utilization of bench space.

M&S Approved

Laser Distension Measurement

Non-contact laser distension
measurement ensures pin point
accuracy and excellent repeatability of
test results.
Dimensions (mm)

Height:
Width:
Depth:
Available with

TestWise for TruBurst
software
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James Heal Richmond Works Halifax UK HX3 6EP

Weight (kg)

69.3*
*Weight of instrument
(including largest dome assembly)

CONTACT US
For more information

email: sales@james-heal.co.uk
+44 (0) 1422 366 355
tel:
web: www.james-heal.co.uk/en/truburst

